Oregon Consumer Advisory Council Membership Application Evaluation
Scoring Item

No Response
(0 points)*

4. Please tell us why you would like to be considered for
appointment to the OCAC.
5. Please tell us of particular topics or subject areas of
importance to the consumer/survivor community in which
you have special interest.
6. The OCAC provides input, counsel, and programmatic
recommendations to OHA. How would you help the
Council fulfill this role?
7. The OCAC provides input, counsel, and programmatic
recommendations to OHA. What particular assets,
insights, and/or experiences do you bring to the table?

No answer
given = 0
No answer
given = 0
No answer
given = 0
No answer
given = 0

Minimal Response
(1 point)*

Moderate Response
(2 points)*
Specific reason given
Only a restatement of
with no additional
interest given
information
One item listed
Only a general
restatement of the
question
Only a general
restatement of the
question

Maximum Response
(3 points)*
Specific reason given with
elaboration or examples

List provided with no
detail.

List provided with
explanations

Answer given with
some explanation

Answer given with
explanation and examples

Answer given with
some explanation

Answer given with
explanation and examples
Experience listed with
elaboration

8. Describe your current and prior experience serving on
councils, committees or similar activities.

No answer
given = 0

No prior experience
but answer attempted

Experience confirmed
with no additional
information

9. Related to #8, what were your strengths when working
as a part of these groups?

No answer
given = 0

No prior experience
but answer attempted

Experience listed and
example(s) provided

10. Related to #8, what were your challenges when
working as a part of these groups?

No answer
given = 0

No prior experience
but answer attempted

Experience listed and
example(s) provided

11. Please tell us what you hope the benefit to you will
be, if you are chosen for appointment to the OCAC.

No answer
given = 0

Answer attempted
but no benefit
identified

Answer demonstrates
commitment to
personal recovery

Strengths listed and
connection to service fully
explained
Challenges listed and
connection to service fully
explained
Answer demonstrates
commitment to personal
recovery and desire to grow
in leadership and service

Column Total:
Final Score: __________
Notes:
*If a rater decides to not provide a score, s/he must provide a written explanation for the decision.
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